
Overview Edits



Directions for edits were as follows: 

1.     Remove the red & blue node elements, arrows, and Service Utilities icon 
        and text from the diagram, leaving just the grey gear icon
2.     Change title from “ SERVICES EXCHANGE” to “MACHINESHOP
  SERVICES EXCHANGE and move above the gear icon
3.     Move remaining text up below title – overlaying the grey gear icon
4      Generaly ‘tidying’





Sources of Data, Information and Events

Data comes from many sources, systems and 
things. It is often heterogeneous, disparate, 
asynchronous, big and complex. MachineShop 
can help translate and normalize the interfaces, 
not only to the data, but to the very its very 
source. Beyond mere visualization to interaction 
and control. 

Through MachineShop and the Internet of 
Services, organizations and developers have 
unlimited power to build and integrate almost 
anything and deploy it anywhere – quickly, 
cost-e�ectively, securely – without a Platform.

MachineShop changes the way organizations 
build and integrate applications, systems and 
solutions in The Internet of Services. No more 
platforms. Instead we provide discrete, 
authenticated, metered and managed APIs 
from anywhere, deployed anywhere. 

INTERNET OF EVERYTHINGINTERNET OF THINGS

ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

CONSUMER APPLICATIONS 

MOBILE APPS

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

-Common API
-Common Authentication
-All RESTfull Services
-Common Documentation
 

INTERNET OF SERVICES

ABOUT     OVERVIEW     PEOPLE     VALLUES     ENGAGE     BLOG

MACHINE SERVICES EXCHANGE

Out-of-the-Box Services and APIs:
-Data Services
-Business Logic Services
-Service Utilities

Third Party Services
-System
-Content
-Network
-Social

Private Services – Write your own
-Author
-Deploy
-Manage

Organizations and developers also have access to 
rich tools, reports and analytics about their 
services and applications through the 
MachineShop Services Exchange (MSX), or your 
own private Enterprise Services Exchange (ESX).



With the base edits made, my tidying process addressed a few basic shifts
in the design to clarify text hierarchy and make what amounts to a fairly
significant amount of data more readable.



Sources of Data, Information and Events

Data comes from many sources, systems and 
things. It is often heterogeneous, disparate, 
asynchronous, big and complex. MachineShop 
can help translate and normalize the interfaces, 
not only to the data, but to the very its very 
source. Beyond mere visualization to interaction 
and control. 

Through MachineShop and the Internet of 
Services, organizations and developers have 
unlimited power to build and integrate almost 
anything and deploy it anywhere – quickly, 
cost-e�ectively, securely – without a Platform.

MachineShop changes the way organizations 
build and integrate applications, systems and 
solutions in The Internet of Services. No more 
platforms. Instead we provide discrete, 
authenticated, metered and managed APIs 
from anywhere, deployed anywhere. 
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Out-of-the-Box Services and APIs:
-Data Services
-Business Logic Services
-Service Utilities

Third Party Services
-System
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Private Services – Write your own
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Organizations and developers also have access to 
rich tools, reports and analytics about their 
services and applications through the 
MachineShop Services Exchange (MSX), or your 
own private Enterprise Services Exchange (ESX).



I increased the line-height on these blocks of text and lightened the paragraph
text to the grey I used throughout the journal page both to keep consistent
across pages and to boost the contrast between header text and body text.

I do have a question regarding the intention with darkening the center
box ‘Internet of Services’. It implies what? That this is what MachineShop
offers? What it finds most important? 

MachineShop changes the way organizations 
build and integrate applications, systems and 
solutions in The Internet of Services. No more 
platforms. Instead we provide discrete, 
authenticated, metered and managed APIs 
from anywhere, deployed anywhere. 

INTERNET OF SERVICES

Data comes from many sources, systems and 
things. It is often heterogeneous, disparate, 
asynchronous, big and complex. MachineShop 
can help translate and normalize the interfaces, 
not only to the data, but to the very its very 

Sources of Data, Information and Events

INTERNET OF THINGS



I took a look at the header treatments across the site. 





There’s similarity in color, staying within the grey, red, and base black, but
the fonts, font sizes and font weights change across each page.

I’m most interested in finding how the overview page’s ‘boxed header’ functions,
but see this as something worth addressing. Consider whether the differences 
serve or detract from the website’s design.



INTERNET OF SERVICESINTERNET OF THINGS

Since the gear was centered, I did similarly with the icons. I shrunk the
overall size of the gear to that of the icon set so that the text above it took 
precedence over the image itself, which, because of its coloring, fades into
the background art anyway (as it should—it is symbolic reference
and is not providing any informative information, serving simply as 
reinforcement to the ideas presented in the text).



ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

CONSUMER APPLICATIONS 

-Common API

-Common Authentication

-All RESTfull Services

-Common Documentation

Through MachineShop and the Internet of 
Services, organizations and developers have 
unlimited power to build and integrate almost 
anything and deploy it anywhere – quickly, 
cost-e�ectively, securely – without a Platform.

INTERNET OF EVERYTHING

Organizations and developers also have access to 
rich tools, reports and analytics about their 
services and applications through the 
MachineShop Services Exchange (MSX), or your 
own private Enterprise Services Exchange (ESX).

Third Party Services

-System
-Content
-Network
-Social

Private Services – Write Your Own

-Author
-Deploy
-Manage

MACHINE SERVICES EXCHANGE

Out-of-the-Box Services and APIs

-Data Services

-Business Logic Services

-Service Utilities

MachineShop changes the way organizations 
build and integrate applications, systems and 
solutions in The Internet of Services. No more 
platforms. Instead we provide discrete, 
authenticated, metered and managed APIs 
from anywhere, deployed anywhere. 

INTERNET OF SERVICES

Data comes from many sources, systems and 
things. It is often heterogeneous, disparate, 
asynchronous, big and complex. MachineShop 
can help translate and normalize the interfaces, 
not only to the data, but to the very its very 
source. Beyond mere visualization to interaction 
and control. 

Sources of Data, Information and Events

INTERNET OF THINGS

MOBILE APPS

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

I indented the list items slightly and set the line-height equivalent to the body
text. 

‘Machine Services Exchange’, while centered and all-caps, didn’t
serve significantly as a separate section and so I set it in the house turquoise.

Additionally, I set all breaks between sections to the same vertical height.
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ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

CONSUMER APPLICATIONS 

-Common API

-Common Authentication

-All RESTfull Services

-Common Documentation

Through MachineShop and the Internet of 
Services, organizations and developers have 
unlimited power to build and integrate almost 
anything and deploy it anywhere – quickly, 
cost-e�ectively, securely – without a Platform.

INTERNET OF EVERYTHING

Organizations and developers also have access to 
rich tools, reports and analytics about their 
services and applications through the 
MachineShop Services Exchange (MSX), or your 
own private Enterprise Services Exchange (ESX).

Third Party Services

-System
-Content
-Network
-Social

Private Services – Write Your Own

-Author
-Deploy
-Manage

MACHINE SERVICES EXCHANGE

Out-of-the-Box Services and APIs

-Data Services

-Business Logic Services

-Service Utilities

MachineShop changes the way organizations 
build and integrate applications, systems and 
solutions in The Internet of Services. No more 
platforms. Instead we provide discrete, 
authenticated, metered and managed APIs 
from anywhere, deployed anywhere. 

INTERNET OF SERVICES

Data comes from many sources, systems and 
things. It is often heterogeneous, disparate, 
asynchronous, big and complex. MachineShop 
can help translate and normalize the interfaces, 
not only to the data, but to the very its very 
source. Beyond mere visualization to interaction 
and control. 
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